Dear Valued Partner,
Take advantage of these current Partner Rewards Promotions and cash up for a post tax time
spend! We understand some sales and projects can roll over into the next month, so we've
extended all our offers into July!

It pays to purchase your StorageCraft
solutions through ACA Pacific!
Earn gift cards with your accumulated StorageCraft
orders through ACA Pacific;
$100 bonus with every $2,000 worth of all
StorageCraft products ordered before July
31st, 2021*
PLUS - $250 additional Bonus with every
OneXafe Solo solution sold*
PLUS - $500 additional mega Bonus with
every OneXafe appliance solution sold*
Includes hardware and software across the promotion
period. Boost your rewards - this offer is valid in
conjunction with other promotions - call for details.

Kodak Alaris S2000 Series Document
Scanners - Bonus reward per unit!
Capture information faster with workgroup-level
processing power in an efficient, award-winning
desktop scanner. The Kodak Alaris S2000 Series
Scanners are built to let users capture information
anywhere, with superior image quality and data
accuracy. It’s the perfect solution for clients who
need to get information into your business processes
quickly and efficiently.
Up until the end of July, you'll receive an eftpos gift
card with every S2000 unit purchased as follows;
S2040 / S2050 / S2070 = $25 Bonus per unit sold*
S2060w / S2080w = $50 Bonus per unit sold*

Power up your bonuses with Socomec
Single-Phase UPS.
With over 100 years of experience, Socomec is a
innovation world-leader in power protection. These
single-phase UPS are suitable for many uses
including small offices, home offices, game consoles
and workstations, ATMs and shops, offices, SMEs,
server rooms, infrastructure and light industrial
applications. Check out these generous rewards on
specific Socomec models;
Any Socomec 1 – 3.3 kVA UPS = $50 Bonus*
Any Socomec 6 – 10 kVA = $150 Bonus*
Give your clients peace of mind when it comes to
robust, proven and affordable power protection.

Wide-Format scanning has never been
more portable... and rewarding!
Colortrac SmartLF Scan! 24" or 36"
Get a huge $250 bonus gift card with each unit!*
A revolution in wide-format scanning the SmartLF
Scan is small, light, easy to use, portable and selfcontained. The world's first truly portable wide format
scanner which requires no PC, software or
peripherals to operate. [ learn more ]

Contex SD One MF
Get a huge $500 bonus gift card with each unit!*
A new concept in MFP solutions. Centered around
you, every user has a unique personal profile with
their preferences stored, allowing you to email or
save to your preferred folder or personal Cloud in just
one step. [ learn more ]

Entrust Identity and Access Management
Partnership Sales Rewards.
We know your clients can benefit from the trusted
Entrust Identity as a Service (IDaaS) offering and
would love the opportunity to show them.
Partner Sales Reps receive a gift card reward for
every qualified joint sales presentation arranged with
an End User client. Meeting to include Partner and
ACA/Entrust Rep. If meeting leads to a sale, then the
Partner sales rep receives an addition bonus gift card
as follows!
Every Joint EU Sales Meeting = $75 Reward*
If it leads to a sale (min $2k order) = $150 Bonus*

Rugged. Portable. Affordable. Trusted
RDX - Armoured Data Protection - ideal
for your SMB clients.
Purchase 5 x 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5TB Tandberg RDX
Cartridges in one order and receive a FREE RDX
QuikStor USB 3+ external drive PLUS GIFT CARDS...
$50 Bonus with 5 x 4TB orders*
$75 Bonus with 5 x 5TB orders*
RDX is the established and trusted removable disk
technology. The tough, armoured design provides a
reliable and valuable data repository. On the go
capability makes it ideal for off-site disconnected
storage for disaster recovery. There’s no technical
mountain to climb here, and it’s just as easy to store
data offsite—simply remove the pocket-sized disk
media and carry to another location.

Get in touch with our team for quotation or more details on each promotion.
To claim your rewards, complete the online claim form at the link below.

CLAIM YOUR REWARDS HERE
*Terms and conditions apply. Please contact us for full details.
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